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Good afternoon, my name is Shane Topham and I am the lead engineer and program manager for the Space Dynamics Laboratory effort to perform orbital testing with phase change references on the International Space Station.



Need for Orbital Temperature Reference

Phase transition cells for absolute temperature reference 
are key components of any future climate monitoring 
mission.
Mission requires:

“…an SI-traceable standard for absolute spectrally resolved radiance 
in the infrared with high accuracy (0.1K 3σ brightness temperature… 
Each of the interferometers carry, on-orbit, phase transition cells for 
absolute temperature,… with SI traceability [1].”

Because the temperature uncertainty will only be one of the 
contributors to the 0.1K requirement absolute temperature 
uncertainty will need to be lower, on the order of 0.01 K or 
better.
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Orbital phase transitions references are gaining more and more acceptance as the optimal way to provide the kinds of high accuracy and long-term stability desired for all of NASA’s future global monitoring missions.The Committee for Earth Science and Applications from Space has articulated a scientific need for CLARREO to take infrared radiance measurements with 0.1K uncertainty. Onboard references utilizing phase transitions were identified as the most likely means for realizing SI traceability of temperature measurements in orbit.Since temperature uncertainty is only one of the contributors to that 0.1K uncertainty a realistic goal of 10 milliKelvin absolute uncertainty has been set by SDL for our space-based Phase Change Cells. 



Phase Transitions as References

•Large volume of PCM
•Long melt times
•Deep reentrant
•No in situ sensor calibration
•Fragile container
•Detailed manual heating and 
cooling procedures

Practical absolute uncertainty, 
0.1 mK or better [2,3]

Traditional Triple Point of Water Cell.
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High-accuracy ground temperature calibrations invariably make use of some kind of phase change reference. Traditional fixed point cells have been used for centuries and are the basis of the ITS-90 standard.To achieve the most repeatable and accurate results these fixed point cells employ several methods which are impractical in space:To prolong the time at phase equilibrium they use relatively large volumes of PCMs.To minimize thermal gradients and transfer uncertainty they use deep reentrant wells for sensor insertion.Because sensors must be inserted into these narrow wells they must be removed from their measurement media to be calibrated.To minimize contamination of the PCM they use containment materials that are relatively fragile and delicate.To realize the most repeatable melts one generally must follow detailed manual freezing and melting procedures.All of these optimizations yield absolute uncertainties of better than 0.1 mK, but don’t necessarily lend themselves to space applications.Since we only need 10 mK uncertainty for an orbital implementation we have some room in the neighborhood of a factor of 100 to make tradeoffs.   



Flight Realizations of Fixed-Point Cells

Miniaturization of hardware necessary for limited mass, 
volume, time, and power resources

Smaller sensors
Optimized PCM volume
Minimal Thermal Controls

Automation of phase transitions & data collection
Interpretation of data and absolute accuracy of fixed-points
Sealed, rugged, non-contaminating PCM containment 
Minimization of time to carry out a phase transition
Minimization of gradients and offsets in measurements
Transfer of calibration to in situ temperature measurements
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Why do we have to make tradeoffs?In any orbital sensor design limited resources like mass, volume, time, and power must be considered.To launch and operate an orbital reference the size of sensors and container, and volume of PCM must be minimized.Thermal controls for melting and cooling need to be automated and consume little power.Data collection and interpretation to yield accurate and repeatable fixed points must be robust, simplified, and automated.Containment of PCM must be hermetic and rugged to avoid contamination of the PCM itself or contamination of sensor systems from leaked PCM.Time to carry out a melt vs. gradients and offsets in measurements must be balanced.And the reference doesn’t do any good unless you are able to transfer the reference knowledge to your in situ temperature measurements.



Planned Flight Testing

Previous studies have shown that crystallization in Gallium 
alloys is altered by zero gravity conditions [4,5].
PCM references need to be tested in space to characterize 
any possible anomalies in their behavior and to evaluate the 
effectiveness of design tradeoffs.
SDL has several experiments planned for the ISS;
1st & 2nd Flight experiments will test a single 
Gallium cell design and a triple cell design 
with Ga, GaSn, and water.
3rd Flight experiment will test variations to the 
3 PCM design with smaller PCM volumes.
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Why do we need to do microgravity tests of PCM references?Orbital studies have been conducted which have included phase changes of various materials including Gallium alloys.Studies have shown that crystallization structures in material that solidified in the absence of gravity can differ from solids formed in 1G.While the temperature of phase transitions is unlikely to be affected by gravity there is currently a lack of evidence or investigations to prove that.Orbital testing of phase changes as references will accomplish two goals: collect data to quantify the effect if any of absence of gravity on temperatures of phase changes and serve to evaluate different design tradeoffs.SDL has been working for the past five years with the Institute for BioMedical Problems in Moscow Russia to flight test several experiments on the Russian section of the International Space Station.Working with contacts we have established over two decades of plant growth research on MIR and ISS we plan to fly at least three phase change experiments.The first two will test a single Gallium cell design and a three PCM design containing Gallium, a Gallium-Tin Eutectic, and water.A third experiment will be a collaboration with the University of Wisconsin. It will be similar to the 2nd experiment but with some thermal optimizations and much smaller PCM volumes.



ISS Experiment Package

Experiment module capable 
of thermal control and 
measurements of different 
cell designs.
Experiment is automated by 
a Tern embedded computer 
and electronics.
Experiment module is 
returnable on Soyuz.

Experiment 
Module

Power 
Module

Internal 
Electronics

12” Ruler
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The SDL-ISS experiment package consists of two modules. A reusable power module supplies the power for all experiments. It will be launched and remain on ISS.Each experiment is housed in a separate Experiment Module. The experiment modules contain all of the electronics to perform melts and freezes. They also collect temperature data to a nonvolatile memory card.At the conclusion of an experiment the experiment module will be returned on a Soyuz capsule to deliver data collected to investigators on the ground and allow a post-flight assessment of any drift in the sensors and instrumentation.



Flight Cell Designs (1st & 2nd Experiments)

1st experiment:
Single PCM Gallium
sealed SS container
Container allows for 

PCM expansion.
Reentrant well for 

sensor in PCM
PCM volume ~1mL
TEC allows heating 

and cooling of 
PCM.

Sensor

PCM

TEC

2nd experiment:
3 PCM Gallium, 

Gallium-Tin 
eutectic, and water

sealed SS container
Compressible 

trapped gas allows 
for PCM 
expansion.

Sensor in container 
adjacent to PCM

PCM volume 
~0.75mL (each)

TEC heats and cools 
PCM.
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The first two flight experiments are designed to evaluate several design tradeoffs and potential microgravity effects on melt temperature.The first experiment module contains a single stainless steel bellows container filled with 1 mL of gallium. It contains a shallow reentrant well for temperature sensors.The second experiment contains a stainless steel slug with three rigid wells to hold about 0.75 mL of each PCM. A central well houses sensors which monitor the temperature of the container during each of the three phase transitions.Both cells are heated and cooled by a 15 Watt thermoelectric cooler. Both are laser welded and hermetically sealed. Both designs take up approximately one cubic inch of space inside the experiment module.



Sealed Cells vs. Pressure Dependence of 
Fixed-Point

For contamination issues PCM containers must be sealed.
1 atm pressure changes melt temperature of water by 10 mK
[3].
Container must allow PCM expansion without changing fixed-
point temperature.
Flexible container:

-No internal voids
-PCM can expand 
container
-PCM vacuum filled
-complex filling
-complex container
-moving parts

Rigid container:

-PCM filled at 1 atm
-Internal gas voids 
compress as PCM 
expands.
-location of voids in 
space?
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One of the main reasons for the two different experiment designs is to evaluate the role of trapped volumes in the PCM containers in microgravity.PCM containers must be sealed while allowing for the volume change of the materials during phase transitions.Pressure will affect the melt temperature by approximately 10 mK per atmosphere.The first experiment bellows design allows the container to flex to accommodate the expansion of PCM. There are no voids or trapped gasses in this cell.This design maintains constant thermal contact between the PCM and its case but it is difficult to build, fill, and operate. The moving parts are prone to some fatigue also which may affect seal or purity of PCM during long duration deployments.The second experiment will evaluate a much less complex container but at the expense of containing trapped gasses.Wells are underfilled, leaving a void for gas which will compress to accommodate the PCM expansion. The void volume is calculated to keep the cell pressurization to less than 0.25 atmosphere.What is unknown is where the PCM and the voids will orient themselves in microgravity.Since they have different thermal conductivities the gradients and offsets observed in the measurements may be affected significantly.



Flight 1, Pre-Flight Experiment Simulation

Gallium melt data collected from first flight unit mock flight experiment over 
1 week in open lab environment with ambient temperature fluctuations 
similar to ISS (±3 C)
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The first experiment hardware is finished and ready for flight. During development a pre-flight experiment simulation was conducted during which the hardware was left alone to collect data automatically for one week as it will on ISS. The mock flight experiment was conducted on the ground to see how the system would perform under comparable environmental conditions but in the presence of gravity.The experiment resulted in data from 30 gallium melts. The plot shows the uniformity of the unprocessed measurements to be within 2-3 mK. The melt temperatures are within 10mK of the Ga melt point , 29.76 degrees Celsius as defined by the ITS-90.



Flight 2, Pre-Flight Experiment Simulation

Melt data collected from second flight unit during characterization and 
software algorithm development

  

Gallium-tin eutecticGallium 
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The second experiment is also constructed, calibrated, and ready for flight. The second experiment unit’s mock flight experiment resulted in melt data from Gallium and gallium-tin. The plots of Gallium and Gallium-tin melt data show 5 milliKelvin repeatability with slightly more temperature rise during the melts due in part to the difference in geometry of the cell and its instrumentation. Gallium melts in the second flight experiment read within 20 mK of the Ga melt temeperature 29.76  C. The Ga-Sn melt temperatures are less-well known because they are not part of the ITS-90, but this cell read within 50 mK of the range of melt temperatures for Ga-Sn that our earlier Russian eutectic investigations demonstrated.



Current Status of Experiments

Flight 1 experiment 
hardware was delivered 
to Moscow Dec. 2010.
Flight 2 experiment 
package was delivered 
Feb. 2011.
Approvals for manifest on 
Progress under 
negotiation with tentative 
agreement for 
experiments to be 
conducted on ISS by the 
end of 2011.

F1 in Moscow

F2 in Moscow
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Both flight units are in Moscow awaiting final testing with Energia and delivery to the launch facility in Baikonur, Kazakstan. The first unit was delivered in working order in Dec. 2010, and the second in Feb. 2011. They have not been formally manifest on a specific progress vehicle yet. They have been waiting for proper approvals. An agreement was reached with the institute in Moscow responsible to grant the approval to launch the experiments in December of this year.



Historical Timeline

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

(2004) Initial internal   
studies of potential 
for NPOESS started

VEGA Intl. 
approached to 
collaborate on gallium 
eutectic work

(2006) IBMP 
approached  
to provide 

ISS testing of 
PCM cells.

SDL starts IR&D program to 
get ISS tests with PCM cells 
and patent technology

Vega Results show 
Eutectics as viable 
PCMs for calibrations

ESTO office begins funding 
support to speed development 
to benefit CLARREO with space 
qualification results

Launch opportunities 
delayed by Russian 
Calibration Institute 
approvals with ties to 
VEGA

Planned ISS 
experiments

FY1 FY2 FY3 FY4
SDL IR&D program
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To understand the unique situation that has caused the approval delays a little history on the effort is useful. This summary does not include SDL’s twenty  years of plant research with the Institute for biomedical problems, just the efforts to do PCM testing on ISS.-In 2004 SDL began some internal investigations into the potential for PCM based calibration standards in orbital sensors.-2005 we approached a Russian company called Vega with ties to the Russian Academy of Science institute, VNIIOFI an optical and thermal calibration group in Russia. SDL subcontracted with Vega to perform some gallium eutectic investigations  as potential PCM candidates for space applications. Results later in 2006 looked very promising so…-In 2006 using existing contacts with IBMP, SDL began trying to negotiate an opportunity to flight test this technology on ISS.-For the last four years SDL has been supporting through internal research and development the design and construction of the ISS experiment package and the IBMP efforts to test and manifest the experiments.-In 2009 when SDL upper management was considering cutting the program due to lack of return on investment from outside sources, ESTO recognized the value of these relatively inexpensive flight tests for advancing the TRL of this critical technology and funded continued work allowing the effort to continue.
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Diagram of Contributions

NASA provides: 
research funding, 
hardware/plant 
tissue return, 
hardware design 
input.

SDL provides: Internal 
research funding, hardware 
construction, data analysis, 
program management

IBMP provides: Hardware qualification, 
station flight support for experiments, 
data analysis, internal research funding

Energia provides: Hardware 
launch and station resources.

-Data is shared by all participants.
-Hardware and tissue samples are 
returned by Shuttles and Soyuz.

Intl. 
Cooperative 
Agreement
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The basis for all our past international collaboration is a long-standing cooperative agreement between SDL and IBMP.In the past SDL has provided hardware to support joint research, and SDL internal program financial support to IBMP to certify and launch the hardware through RSC Energia to ISS.With plant research NASA has supported this research by funding SDL and providing return capabilities with shuttle. In return they were allowed access to the data and opportunities to publish research in collaboration with Russian scientists. It is true collaboration in which everyone benefits.-CLICK-The wrinkle with the PCM tests has been VNIIOFI. Since this research is not strictly fundamental biology it was not considered to fall within IBMP’s mandate for science. VNIIOFI has been appointed by the Russian Academy of Science to oversee this investigation. They are currently working on their own completely Russian PCM experiment which will not be ready for 2-3 years. They are also a little sore that SDL has tried to work through IBMP instead of through them.IBMP has done a terrific job negotiating with them and has been successful in getting an agreement from them to finalize their approvals to allow launch and operation of these experiments by the end of 2011.
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Summary

ISS experiments will evaluate tradeoffs and 
resulting data will increase confidence in utility of 
microgravity PCM references.

Flight units delivered to Moscow awaiting launch 
later this year.

Negotiations for launch manifest have been 
uncharacteristically slow but appear to be over the 
major hurdles and progressing.
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In summary:The ISS experiments are intended to evaluate design tradeoffs and gain confidence in microgravity reference data.Both of the first two flight experiments are in Moscow waiting for launch to ISS.The process to get the experiments launched was a deviation from our standard operating procedures and has been uncharacteristically slow. However, it has recently overcome a major hurdle in convincing VNIIOFI to approve and participate in the research and should be on schedule to see the experiments performed on ISS by the end of this year.
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Questions?
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False infrared image of Andromeda Galaxy. Captured by WISE  
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Transfer of Calibration

PCM
Sensor

TEC

Transfer:
When the TEC is not 

powered it acts as 
a thermal link to 
the thermal 
surface.

If adequately 
insulated it will 
come to 
equilibrium with 
the thermal 
surface.

The PCM sensor can 
be compared to 
thermal surface 
sensors’ readings.

Thermal Surface
(What you really want to measure)

Calibration:
During a 

recalibration the 
TEC is powered 
and the PCM is 
controlled to a 
different 
temperature than 
the thermal 
surface to melt 
the PCM.

Temperature data 
collected during 
the melt allows 
recalibration of 
the PCM sensor.
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To achieve the transfer of calibration SDL has taken a novel approach to the design of these cells.PCM cells are self-contained units that can be mounted externally to a thermal surface of which accurate temperatures measurements are desired.The cells are linked thermally to the surface by a TEC thermoelectric cooler.Each cell contains its own temperature sensors to measure the PCM temperature.When the TEC is powered it can control the temperature of the PCM cell to ~+/-30 degrees from the temperature of the thermal surface. In this way it can perform a melt or freeze of the PCM with little thermal influence on the thermal surface itself.The cell’s temperature sensor records temperatures during a melt and uses this data to adjust its calibration as needed.When the TEC is not powered it acts as a thermal sink allowing the PCM cell and its temperature sensor to come to equilibrium with and track the thermal surface temperature.If the thermal surface contains its own temperature sensors these can be compared to the PCM sensor at equilibrium to determine if recalibration is needed.



SDL Temperature Sensor Testing

Heraeus PRT and GE 
thermistor excellent size and 
long term stability [6,7].
GE Thermistors tracked 
standards PRT ±3mK, with 
calibration improvement to 
~1mK.
Heraeus PRTs tracked ±10-
15mK (worse than larger 
wire PRTs).
Heraeus shock resistance 
40g at 10-2kHz

Bath Cycling of 4 SP60 Thermistors

(mK)

Drift 0.04% 1000hrs 
2.1 x 2.3 mm

Heraeus M222 
PRT 1.5 mm

3.2 mm
GE SP60 
Thermistor

Drift 
0.02% 
/yr
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Some of the tradeoffs involved in miniaturizing these cells for space include the sensors themselves.To meet size constraints the sensors need to be as small as physically possible without giving up significant stability.We evaluated small PRTs and Thermistors for repeatability, and temperature cycling induced short-term drift and found that small sensors vary greatly in quality.Of the sensors tested the most stable was the GE SP60 thermistor. The plot shows outputs from four of these thermistors during repeated bath cycling from 10 to 80 C.They tracked a reference PRT within 3 mK and the discrepancies were shown to be repeatable enough to yield 1 mK tracking with added calibration parameters.Of the PRTs tested the Heraeus M222 was not the best performer at 10-15 mK drift. Most wire and coil PRTs performed better but the smaller size and resistance to shock outweighed the drift for this application.The drift is tolerable as a secondary measurement to the thermistors.
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